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USG proposes vote to increase stipend

By Christopher Miller
Daily Egyptian, reporter

Rising tuition costs and increasing amounts of time students need to do their jobs are the reasons behind a proposal to increase stipends for Undergraduate Student Government executives, the executive say.

The proposed change to the USG constitution, which is scheduled for a vote Wednesday, would increase the per-semester stipend for the USG president, the vice president, the chief-of-staff and the executive assistant receive each semester that they work.

Under the proposal, the president's stipend would be increased per semester from $1,500 to $1,700, the vice president's and chief-of-staff's from $1,200 to $1,400 each, and the executive assistant's from $500 to $900. The stipends are paid out of USG's operating budget, which comes from the student activity fee.

Josh Valtos, a College of Science senior, said it makes little sense to adopt an increase in executive stipends at a time when many Registered Student Organizations lack funding.

"There are better ways to spend students' money than to give our executive staff a raise," he said.

Martin, a member of the Internal Affairs Committee and a College of Agriculture senior, said this year's executive office has saved more money than in past years, enabling USG to find the increase without increasing its budget.

"Jason Leers, chairman of the Internal Affairs Committee and a Thompson Point senator, said the stipends were set up as a tuition waiver, and this increase is intended to compensate for rising tuition. The increase would take effect next fall, after executive assistant's contracts, which would be enacted retroactively to begin this semester.

Leers said the executive assistant is vastly underpaid compared to what the other officers are given for the amount of work the job requires.

Valtos said the executive assistant has worked harder this year compared to previous years and may be worthy of the increase.

Arikan, a senior in accounting, said current USG executive assistant, would not comment on the increase. She said she works 15 to 20 hours a week.

Trey Alim, USG president, said executive officer's need to be compensated because the time the positions require makes it impossible to hold an outside job.

"It's real hard being a student and an executive board member," Alim said.

"There is such a time commitment to this position,

see USG, page 7

Gus Bode

Gus says: Yes, a raise — it’s good to be the king.

University, IEA/NEA get ready for contract battles

By Dylan Fenley
Daily Egyptian Reporter

University and union administrators are bracing for intense contract negotiations following the successful Illinois Education Association/ National Education Association election Tuesday.

James Sullivan, SIUC IEA/NEA president, said the association may go to the bargaining table and work out a contract with the University within 60 days.

"Typically a first contract takes a longer period of time because everything is out there on the table," Sullivan said. "After the first time, you have most of the basic issues already settled.

The faculty voted 388-238 in the election to choose the IEA/NEA as the exclusive representative for all tenures and 50 percent of tenured faculty at SIUC.

William Capie, associate vice chancellor for administration, said he is almost certain the contract will not be ready in time for the University's fiscal year 1998, which begins July 1997.

"Basically the process is that both sides prepare a bargaining team, prepare a written proposal and then meet at the bargaining table," Capie said.

Sullivan said the IEA/NEA will work to give SIUC faculty more control over University decisions that affect their careers.

He said the faculty has no say in such matters at this time.

"The outcome of the election reflects the degree of distress the faculty feel at the local level about the continuing loss of control over their professional lives," Sullivan said.

With its victory in Tuesday's election, the IEA/NEA became the 16th union at SIUC, increasing the number of University employees represented by a collective bargaining association to nearly 2,000 out of 5,000 employees, Capie said.

David Vistil, IEA/NEA organizer, said before the association enters negotiations with the University, there will be a large-scale membership drive on campus.

"The next step is a full-fledged membership drive because membership determines strength at the bargaining table," Vistil said.

Of the approximately 740 faculty members eligible to join the association at SIUC, only about 50 to 60 are IEA/NEA members, Vistil said. "It is to our self-interest to join the faculty to give the best contract possible," he said.

Capie said SIUC will not challenge the election results ballots because there were only 14 questionable ballots, eight of which already have been ruled ineligible.

see MEMO, page 7

Sports

Football Salukis get win at season against SEMO

Sullivan's 50-yard field goal as time expired Tuesday night was the winning margin as the Salukis defeated SEMO, 23-20.

see page 12
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- Sign up for Choose Mental Health Day in October and opt out of magazines and newspapers.
- Non-Traditional Student Services brown bag lunch, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Student Center, Kokosing Room, Contact Sarah at 543-2029.
- Environmental Studies Program presentations: "Costs and Benefits of Alternative Carbon Dioxide Emissions Reduction Strategies" by Dr. Alan S. Mote, 11:30 a.m., University Theatre Auditorium, Contact Sarah at 543-1411.
- American College of Healthcare Executives meeting, Nov. 18, 5 p.m., CTC 15. Contact Scott at 549-1989.
- Geography Club general meeting, Nov. 18, 6 p.m., Fancer 2522. Contact Mark at 549-6878.
- Financial Management Association general meeting - guest speaker, Nov. 18, 6:45 to 8:45 p.m., Board of Northwestern Mutual Life on interstates, Nov. 18, 6:30 p.m., Feagles 549-2621. Contact Doug at 549-9423.
- Universal Spirituality red pill presentation with hand-on healing example done on volunteers, Nov. 18, 7 p.m., Lorraine Brown Coffee House, contact Tuan at 529-0329.
- SIUC Ballroom Dance Club meeting, Nov. 18, 7 to 9 p.m., Rec. Center/AC. For $2 per semester. Contact Linda at 893-4029.
- Outdoor Adventure Club meeting, Nov. 18, 7 to 9 p.m., Rec. Center/AC. For $2 per semester. Contact Linda at 893-4029.

POLICE BLOTTER

UNIVERSITY POLICE

- As SIUC employee reported that between midnight Nov. 7 and 7 p.m. Wednesday, a recycling bin at the Life Science II building was stolen. There are no suspects.
- Police received a report at 2:13 Wednesday that a vehicle that was left in neutral gear near Fancer Hall rolled backwards and struck a tree. There were no injuries. Damage is estimated to be more than $500.

CARBONDALE POLICE

- Warren D. Toraman, 22, of Carbondale, said he was struck by a beer bottle while standing on a sidewalk in the 600 block of W. College at 12:30 p.m. Thursday. The suspect was described as an unknown black male, about 5 feet 8 inches tall and about 160 pounds.
- Reginald Gilpin, 34, of Carbondale, was arrested at 12:27 a.m. Thursday on an order for arrest by the Jackson County warrant for misuse of a credit card.

ACCUITY DESK

In the story, "USIS mandates censor's resignation," in Friday's Daily Egyptian, Daniel Liether's name was misspelled.

The DE regrets the error.

If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, extension 233 or 228.
Bike Surgeon to Move Operation

Owner will remain in business while looking for new building

By Jennifer Camden
Daily Egyptian Reporter

The Bike Surgeon, a city "landmark" that opened in summer 1982, closed its doors Friday but will remain in business until the owner relocates in Carbondale next spring.

Business owner Mark Robinson said there were no hard feelings between him and his landlord, but he has to be out of the store, 302 W. Walnut St., by Nov. 30.

"We (Robinson and the building owners) could not come to a new lease negotiation," he said. "I got the eviction notice three weeks ago."

Robinson said he was not going out of business, and the Bike Surgeon telephone number will remain connected so he can fix bicycles this winter.

"I think I'm right at my best," he said. "I'm looking for a 110 square foot shop out of my shop."

Authorities in the Dages - a part city of Kaspiysk, where the explosion occurred at 2:30 JUT., speculated that up to 110 pounds of TNT were detonated in the building's cellar in an act of a mob Chechen retaliation against Russian army officers and border guards who lived there with their families.

The republic of Dagestan neighbors Chechnya, where a fragile peace has endured since Aug. 13, 1994, and both Russian and Chechen officials also acknowledged that the deadly attack may have been the work of those who prefer to light on for ultimate victory in the separatist region by whatever means possible.

The republic of Dagestan was formed in 1986 with the goal of making it an autonomous region of Russia rather than a province.

The republic of Dagestan was formed in 1991 and has been ruled by President Eduard Khurtsadze since 1992. Khurtsadze has been a leader of the Chechen Republic of Ichkeria, a separatist movement that seeks independence from Russia.
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The republic of Dagestan was formed in 1991 and has been ruled by President Eduard Khurtsadze since 1992. Khurtsadze has been a leader of the Chechen Republic of Ichkeria, a separatist movement that seeks independence from Russia.
Unionization gives faculty power to improve University

WITH A COUNT OF 388-238, SIUC FACULTY voted in favor of unionization on Thursday, Nov. 14. This vote for collective bargaining will mean that the Illinois Education Association/National Education Association will have the authority to represent the faculty of SIUC in contract negotiations and collective-bargaining matters. But what this vote also means is that both the faculty and administration will be on equal terms when it comes to decisions dealing with the University.

An advantage of this, according to the SIUC IBE/A/NEA chapter president, is that it may put the decision-making processes that concern the University now will be made on an academic basis rather than in terms of cost-effectiveness. This is, undeniably, better for everyone, and should be one of the major ideas the union members keep in mind as a new semester begins. Other faculty who voted against unionization also should make it their goal to do the best with the situation at hand and keep communication open.

OFTEN, DECISIONS AND PROGRAMS are looked at from a monetary standpoint. Cost effectiveness is analyzed, and the money going into the program is compared to what people are taking from that program. While this is a good decision, and cost should be a factor, there are also times when you cannot put a price on some of the services the University provides when it comes to education.

Some people seem to have forgotten that education should be the first priority of the University. Looking at the new unionization, even more people will have the opportunity to voice more of their concerns, education will return as a major priority instead of the cost of something.

Some people, such as the associate vice chancellor for administration, are concerned that the relationship between the University and the faculty will become strained because of the new unionization. Whether or not these predictions will come true should not be analyzed at this time. The situation is a new one, and some problems should be expected.

WHAT IS IMPORTANT IS FOR EVERYONE TO work together and try to adjust to the situation quickly. It is obvious that there will be times when not everyone agrees on the same thing, but that is a natural situation in all negotiations. Everyone involved is an adult, and while some may predict disaster, others are looking at the future with a positive outlook.

The decision to unionize, ultimately, will give a little more of the decision-making process into the hands of the faculty. Such decisions, like the chancellor and presidential elections for SIU, will be discussed by faculty as well as other officials, and they will have a voice in the outcome. All faculty should try to work towards what is best for the University. The vote was taken, and all faculty now are faced with accepting this decision. They should strive to work together with the University so that people do not look back at this vote and describe it as a mistake.

By giving the faculty a little more power, this University should see some progress in the future. The faculty needs to understand that all decisions reflect upon the students in one form or another, and by looking at what is best for the students and what is best for the University, this unionization may be beneficial for everyone in the long run.

I would like to address the comments in Michael T. Madigan's letter to the editor in the Nov. 13 Daily Egyptian.

I am Larry Gooding, and some of you might know that I am the only one who was carrying one of the trains that run the people to the Stripes. First, I thought I would like to start off by apologizing to pro-life officials at SIU and the city of Carbondale for my actions, which were immature and stupid.

Bring a freshman, I was just looking for a good time, but I did not realize how serious this matter was until it was over. No one in this world is perfect, and we all make mistakes. I'm not saying incidents like this one are all right, but these things do happen. And those who participate must pay the consequences and accept whatever occurs.

Madigan made many comments directed at me about the incidents on the Stripes and said that I have a lot to learn about life. I agree with you all the way, Mr. Madigan. Some innocent bystander could have been injured, or worse, as a result of my actions. No one owes me anything.

I am young and will make mistakes. I am going to question things because I do not know everything about this incident, for starters, has taught me a valuable lesson: First and foremost, I am here to get an education.

My parents were told about my activity during the Halloween break. I told my parents about this, but these things do happen. And am not ashamed to admit that I made a big mistake. Of course, I was not pleased, but I'm living this mistake as a responsible person should.

I am writing to respond to James Lyon's Two Cents' Worth about fashion. In your article, you state: "If you dress like a naturally happy and positive person, why not wear a big, outlandish jester's hat? Besides keeping your head warm, it is a fun way to express your good demeanor.

Also, I'm not expert skateboarder, but from a purely practical perspective, baggy clothes are cool and breathable, allow a wide range of movement, and cover large areas of flesh, should it come into contact with concrete. To be sure, big baggy clothes and funny hats are not the cultural mainstream, but honestly James, don't you think that wearing black everyday is a little ridiculous too?"

When I wear my big red and white Dr. Sears hat out and people laugh, I laugh with them. It's supposed to look silly. What do you do when people laugh at you?

Lewis Pope
graduate student, zoology

Baggy clothes, funny hats just fine

"Not being known doesn't stop the truth from being true." — Richard Bach

"In cyberspace, the First Amendment is a local ordinance." — John Perry Barlow

"Love is the poetry of the senses." — Honore de Balzac

 wannamaker 2000

Editorial Policies

Signed articles, including letters, viewpoints and other communications, will be signed with the author's name only. Signed editorials represent a consensus of the Daily Egyptian Board. Letters to the editor must be submitted in-person to the editorial page editor, Room 1217, Communications Building. Letters should be typewritten and double spaced. All letters are subject to editing and will be limited to 350 words. Letters must identify themselves by class and major, faculty members by rank and department, non-academic staff by position and department. Letters for which verification of authorship cannot be made will not be published.
Africans should manage Africa

The last time the United States intervened militarily in Africa, 30,000 soldiers were killed, and the alleged, albeit ill-defined, humanitarian effort in Somalia ended in embarrassment. Now President Bill Clinton has given the green light for as many as 2,000 American troops to intervene in Zaire and Rwanda, to help the West decide how Africa's future will be written.

One would think that the American public, well aware of its great power and ever-present role in central African political intrigue, would be friendlier toward its African allies. But it is-just the opposite. The situation would continue to worsen if outside forces promoted one outside power over another. This, still more complex, is how Africa has been sown since the Kennedy administration.

Fighting in Rwanda and Zaire is not caused by tribal or ethnic fighting, but rather by Western intervention and interventionism that represent a colonial legacy. The same can be said of North America. Perhaps Canadians and Mexicans would be forced to intervene in an unprecedented fashion. If conflict broke out between them, it would not be caused by ethnic differences; it would be caused by difficulties of establishing new political rules and a just order. The situation would continue to worsen if outside forces promoted one outside power over another.

The war in Rwanda and Zaire was colored by the Belgians, and the French as well to a lesser extent. Zaire declared its independence in 1960, led by Patrice Lumumba. It was just arbitrarily drawn the boundaries in Africa, creating spheres of influence and interests. This is because the last time the United States or Europe played a role in central African politics, they helped passione a piece of the greatest Cuius that has happened in 20th-century Africa and replaced him with Mobutu, who would subsequently realize national economic interests, impoverish masses and feed the trough of an unscrupulous elite.

Shoe companies like Nike, which has the largest global business in the world, are now using an unprecedented contract to build by 2001 requires metals for central African countries under the guise of aid. Perhaps Americans and western Europeans have lived in a time of apparent change. Their new generation of marketing and advertising is effective, and their own knowledge of humanitarian support, i.e., doctors, medicine and advisors.

The United States wants to help, and should come only in the form of humanitarian support, i.e., doctors, medicine and advisors. If the United States wants to help, aid should come only in the form of humanitarian support, i.e., doctors, medicine and advisors.

In 1986 the United States shipped troops to intervene in Zaire and Rwanda were colonized by the Belgians, and the French as well to a lesser extent. Zaire declared its independence in 1960, led by Patrice Lumumba. It was just arbitrarily drawn the boundaries in Africa, creating spheres of influence and interests.

Zaire and Rwanda were colonized by the Belgians, and the French as well to a lesser extent. Zaire declared its independence in 1960, led by Patrice Lumumba. It was just arbitrarily drawn the boundaries in Africa, creating spheres of influence and interests.

One would think that central African nations would be happy to see help on the way. They have responded negatively because they know that American dollars come with strings, attached. The billion-dollar business of administering aid has left the infrastructures of many African nations in shape mainly to serve the needs of Western political and administrative needs and often create merely superficial support. For example, in 1986 the United States shipped grain to Somalia that had been rejected by San Francisco zookeepers and electric blankets and blankets to sell Zaire to save the prestige of the West.

The last time the United States intervened militarily in Africa, 30,000 soldiers were killed, and the alleged, albeit ill-defined, humanitarian effort in Somalia ended in embarrassment. Now President Bill Clinton has given the green light for as many as 2,000 American troops to intervene in Zaire and Rwanda, to help the West decide how Africa's future will be written.
Finally, you won't mind being carded.

Now when you use your Visa card, you'll save big at these places.
Conflict
continued from page 1

have no place here, because this is a peaceful place, and we are students here.

"I do think that the Turkish Cypriots have a right to Turkish protection and a separate country because we are just too different. We want to ask the (friends of Cyprus) to stop these things and help us promote friendship among our students."

Another point of disagreement between Turkish and Cypriot students is the justification of the killings.

Demetri Demetriou, a graduate student in computer science from Nicosia, Cyprus, said he thought the killings were completely unjustified.

"Those killed were unarmed," Demetriou said. "The U.N. soldiers who tried to pull (one of the bodies) out of the buffer zone were fired on by the Turks as well, yet no action was taken.

"I think it is very important that we demonstrate against these killings and of course the occupation itself."

Arikan said the killings were not good, but he could understand why they happened.

The Greek Cypriots are always trying to cross our borders," Arikan said.

"I know the killings are not a good thing, but we had warned them before. We have to protect our people," said Costas Makrides, a senior in accounting from Paphos, Cyprus, said the protest was his way of showing his support for the Cypriots.

We are just trying to show Americans that innocent civilians are being killed in Cyprus," Makrides said. "I also want to show my dislike of this and extend my support to their families."

LINDELL W. STURGIS
MEMORIAL PUBLIC SERVICE
AWARD

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

Established in 1979, the Lindell W. Sturgis Memorial Public Service Award is presented by the SIU Board of Trustees to an SIUC employee to recognize public service efforts— contributions to the community, area, state or nation—based upon activities unrelated to his/her job responsibilities.

Deadline for nominations: December 20, 1996

Please direct nominations to:

Mr. Jack R. Dyer
Committee Chair
University Relations
913 S. Oakland

For more information, please call 535-3306.
1355-210-2090; 9 A.M.-5 P.M. (Mon-Sat) or by appointment.

BARTENDER/COOK, immediate opening.

SUPER NICE & DOUBLE, Decatur.

The Daily Egyptian is accepting applications for the following positions. All positions require (at least) 20 hours per week and eligibility to work additional hours. Each position will require the completion of a standard application form and other paperwork as required.

Please contact the newspapers office at 625-931 for more information.

**Positions Available for Spring**

1. **Photographer**
   - Paid per published photo.
   - 4 hours of published daily time block, including weekends.
   - Must be able to shoot and process 35mm black-and-white film; must also be able to shoot digital film.
   - Knowledge of photojournalism and digital processing preferred.
   - Must be detail-oriented and able to work quickly and efficiently under deadline pressure.
   - Knowledge of photographic equipment, grammar, and word usage required.
   - Must be detail-oriented and able to work quickly and efficiently under deadline pressure.
   - Knowledge of photojournalism and digital processing preferred.
   - Must be detail-oriented and able to work quickly and efficiently under deadline pressure.
   - Knowledge of photojournalism and digital processing preferred.

2. **Copy Editor**
   - $200-$450
   - 2 bdrm, $200 dep; $155/mo gas & electric.
   - Cable, laundry, nice location, secluded, nice location.
   - Crab Orchard, 529-7307.

3. **Newspaper in Decatur**
   - $75/mo.
   - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

4. **PIZZA COOK**
   - $150-$350
   - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

5. **SUPER NICE & DOBLE, Decatur.**
   - $150-$350
   - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

6. **FLAT ENTRANCE WITH 2, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.**
   - $150-$350
   - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

7. **NEW ERA RD LAWNCARE, 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.**
   - $150-$350
   - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

8. **LOWEST PRICE AVAIL, 3 bdrm, 3 bath, 549-3850.**
   - $150-$350
   - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

9. **SUPER NICE & DOBLE, Decatur.**
   - $150-$350
   - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

10. **NEW ERA RD LAWNCARE, 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.**
    - $150-$350
    - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

11. **LOWEST PRICE AVAIL, 3 bdrm, 3 bath, 549-3850.**
    - $150-$350
    - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

12. **SUPER NICE & DOBLE, Decatur.**
    - $150-$350
    - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

13. **NEW ERA RD LAWNCARE, 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.**
    - $150-$350
    - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.

14. **LOWEST PRICE AVAIL, 3 bdrm, 3 bath, 549-3850.**
    - $150-$350
    - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 549-3850.
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The Environmental Studies Program

Presents:

Guest Lecturer:

Dr. Alan S. Manne
Ph.D., Harvard University, 1950
Professor Emeritus of Operations Research, Stanford University
Title of Lecture: "Costs and Benefits of Alternative Carbon Dioxide Emission Reduction Strategies."
Date: Monday, 18 November 1996
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: University Museum Auditorium (North End of Faner)

Reception following lecture!
Refreshments will be served!

Little Caesars

MONDAY MADNESS $7.99
2 Medium Pizzas
w/ Cheese and 1 topping

2-FER TUESDAY $11.99
2 Large Pizzas
w/ Cheese and 1 topping plus free Crazy Bread & sauce

CAESAR SPECIAL $9.99
2 Large 1 Topping Pizzas
w/ Cheese and 1 topping

Limited Time Only!

WEST PARK PLAZA FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4PM
457-3363

Doonesbury by Gary Trudeau

Okay, okay. Takes me a while to get used to seeing you at the office, but I'm used to everything else about you. Not to mention the fact that I'm only a girl! Why are you trying to make a business plan and get your rich people to fund it? I'm too young to go to work!

But it's the fortune that's going to make our lives.

I'm a millionaire... but don't mind me.
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Salukis stumble in exhibition match Saturday

By Donna Colter
Daily Egyptian Reporter

SIUC women's basketball Coach Cindy Scott discovered Saturday a few things her team needs to work on — mainly free throws.

In the Salukis' 75-63 exhibition loss to the Dutch National team Saturday, SIUC went to the line 44 times but only converted 23 times.

The Dutch national team committed 31 personal fouls, 13 in the first half of play, and fouled out two girls midway through the second half.

"It is almost like a turnover when we are at the line," Scott said. "We are not hitting our free throws.

Brunda Anderson, a 6-foot-1-inch junior forward, said the free throws will take a little more effort by the team in practice.

"Free throws are hard work," she said.

"We need to work on it in practice and just try to alleviate the problem," Anderson said.

The Salukis trailed most of the first half, with their only quarter occurrence with 13:44 to play in the first quarter. A jump shot by sophomore forward O'Deisha Price brought SIUC to a 10-4 lead.

The score stayed close through much of the first half, with the biggest margin totaling eight points. The teams headed to the locker room with the Dutch leading the Salukis, 39-39.

At the half, the Salukis already were struggling at the line, having made only six shots in 15 attempts.

The team went into the locker room shooting 40 percent from the line and 45 percent from the field.

Along with the turnovers at the line, Scott said she saw a problem with the team's ball handling. The Salukis turned the ball over 26 times, allowing the Dutch team to get many points from breakaway lay-ups.

"I am concerned about the turnovers," Scott said. "We were not strong with the basketball. We need to be stronger and together.

Co-captain Beth Hamburger, a 5-foot-9-inch junior guard, said the team needs to concentrate of they want to better handle the ball.

"We didn't take care of the ball," she said. "They were an aggressive team, and we let them bother us.

The bright spot of the game was senior point guard Kasi Clodence, who led the team with 19 points. Clodence also had six rebounds, two assists and four steals.

"Kasia is going to be awesome every game she plays," Scott said. "She works hard and does so much for the team.

Scott said she believes after all the turnovers and missed free throws, the team had a learning experience that will do wonders before its season opener.

"We can improve mountains over this film," she said. "All the problems can be corrected.

The Salukis face the Murray State Racers in the home opener Saturday. Tip off is set for 7:05 p.m. at SIU Arena.
Salukis sign Freeport High standout

By Ryan Keith
Daily Egyptian Reporter

A split of two conference home games this weekend proved bittersweet for the Saluki women's volleyball team.

While Saturday's loss to Northern Iowa University ended the Salukis' regular-season run, it also set the stage for Sunday's win over Bradley University. The Salukis came out strong, scoring a 25-17 victory in the first set.

Junior outside hitter Patrik Mironov — The Daily Egyptian

Salukis open against the host Bisons, who went 15-16, 15-12 and 16-14 Saturday at Davies Gym to clinch the MVC tournament. The Salukis went 16-14, 15-12, 15-9 and 15-12, but fell to Northern Iowa 15-1, 5-12 and 16-14 Saturday at Davies Gym.

Salukis senior middle blocker Monique Galvin, a senior from Freeport, Ill., hit .431 for the weekend.
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Salukis open conference play against the University of Southern Illinois University-Murphysboro.

The Salukis went 15-16, 15-9 and 15-12, but fell to Northern Iowa 15-1, 5-12 and 16-14 Saturday at Davies Gym.
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